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We study the multiparticle generalized GHZ states. It has been shown that for an odd number of qubits and
for a specific range of parameters, they do not violate any Bell inequality for correlation functions. We show
here both analytically and numerically that, nevertheless, such states violate local realism, once a more detailed
analysis of the correlations is made than the one allowed by correlation functions. The results imply that
multiparticle Clauser-Horne-type inequalities involving probabilities are stronger tools for analyzing violations
of local realism in multiparticle systems than inequalities involving the correlation functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum entanglement is not only a fascinating phenom-
enon contradicting common sense(see, for instance,[1]) but
also a valuable resource in quantum computation and quan-
tum communication[2–5]. Therefore, it is crucial to under-
stand the nature of entanglement from the perspective of fun-
damental research on quantum theory, as well as from the
perspective of possible future applications.

Historically, the earliest tool for investigating quantum
entanglement is the Bell inequality[6,7]. It states that corre-
lations generated by some entangled states cannot be simu-
lated in a classical way(by classical simulation we under-
stand the existence of a local realistic model for the
correlations). This means that there exist some quantum pre-
dictions (probabilities), given by the usual formula

psA1,A2, . . . ,And = Tr %^ i=1
n P̂isAid

[where% is the density matrix of the(compound) system and

P̂isAid is a projector on a one-dimensional subspace of the
Hilbert space of theith subsystem, dependent on some pa-
rametersAi], which do not admit a(local realistic) model of
the form

E dlrsldp
i=1

n

PisAi,ld,

where l is a set of(“hidden”) parameters over which we
integrate or sum,rsld is their classical probabilistic distribu-
tion, and PisAi uld is a (classical) probability, conditioned
on l.

Thanks to the work of Gisin[8], Gisin and Peres[9], and
Popescu and Rohrlich[10] we know that all pure entangled
states violate some inequality of Bell type. This holds also
for the multiparticle states[first discussed in the famous
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger(GHZ) papers[11]]. However,
the recently discovered full set of generalized Bell inequali-

ties for N-particle correlation functions[12–14] is not vio-
lated by some entangled states[15]—namely, for the gener-
alized GHZ states

sinau0,0, . . . ,0l + cosau1,1, . . . ,1l, s1d

for an odd number of qubits.
Here we show that using a generalization of the approach

by Popescu and Rohrlich[10] one can reveal violations of
local realism by these states. The Popescu-Rohrlich approach
is based on the following idea. If one has anN-particle state
and one wants to analyze its relation with local realism, the
obvious method is to studyN-particle correlations(via suit-
able Bell inequalities). However, in some cases, when
N-particle correlations do not reveal directly violations of
local realism, it is still possible to find such violations in
sN−1d-particle correlations, conditioned on a specific local
measurement of one of the observers: e.g., theNth observer
measures a certain observable and obtains a specific result.
This (may) cause thesN−1d-particle state of the other ob-
servers to collapse to such a new state, for which the
sN−1d-particle correlations(may) violate local realism.
Since the result of theNth observer, in principle, is obtained
simultaneously with the measurements of the others, this
procedure is not a postselection one, but rather a splitting of
the full data in theN-particle experiment into subsets, such
that one can pinpoint a subset data which cannot be modeled
by local realism.

However, this method does not fully determine the
strength of the nonclassicality of the correlations of the(gen-
eralized GHZ) states under consideration. To achieve that,
one can use the numerical approach first presented in[16]. In
this approach, via a linear optimization procedure the com-
puter program seeks to find a local realistic model for the
given set of data representing experimental results or quan-
tum predictions. Such an approach, described in more detail
later in the text, is equivalent to a test of the full set of Bell
inequalities for the problem. Our analysis of the results pro-
duced by this procedure leads us to the conclusion that the
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Bell inequalities for three- or more-qubit systems that im-
pose the strictest restrictions against local realism are gener-
alizations of the Clauser-Horne(CH) [17] inequality and not
of the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt(CHSH) [7] inequality.
The distinction that we make here between CH-type and
CHSH-type generalizations is the following one. CHSH in-
equalities involve only two-particle correlation functions.
Their generalizations, like theN-particle Mermin-Klyshko
inequalities[18] or the ones of Refs.[12–14], later denoted
by WWWZB, involve N-particle correlation functions. The
CH inequality involves also probabilities or, more precisely,
both two-particle correlations and single-particle probabili-
ties. Thus by generalized CH-type inequalities we mean in-
equalities that involve correlation functions of different order
[e.g., N- and sN−1d-particle correlation functions]. Our re-
sult should motivate further research aimed at finding gener-
alized CH inequalities for multiparticle systems.

This paper is developed as follows: in Sec. II, we briefly
reviewed results concerning the violation of Bell inequalities
by generalized GHZ states, and in Sec. III, we state and
discuss Gisin’s theorem. In this paper, we have used power-
ful numerical methods to maximize or minimize multivari-
able functions. We discuss our work and the numerical ap-
proach in Secs. IV and V. In Sec. VI, we summarize and
discuss various implications of our results.

II. VIOLATIONS OF THE FULL SET
OF CORRELATION-FUNCTION BELL INEQUALITIES

BY GENERALIZED GHZ STATES

In [15,19], it was shown that for any odd number of qu-
bits the generalized GHZ states

uca
sNdl = cosau0, . . . ,0l + sinau1, . . . ,1l s2d

possess a surprising property. For sin 2aø1/Î2N−1 they do
not violate any standard correlation-function Bell inequality
for N, N−1, . . . ,2 qubits. A Bell inequality will be called
standard if it involves two settings for each observer. The
fact that they do not violate such inequalities forN
−1, . . . ,2 qubits is a simple consequence of the fact that the
reduced density matrices for the subsystems ofN−1 qubits
are separable1 and thus for all values ofa there are no vio-
lations of inequalities forsN−1d qubits.

For the full N-qubit system the whole set of correlation-
function Bell inequalities(for Bell experiments allowing two
alternative measurement settings for each observer) can be
summarized in one generalized inequality[12–14]. For an
odd number of qubits, this inequality, as mentioned, can be
violated only for sins2adù1/Î2N−1. The classical bound is
violated by a factor of sins2adÎ2N−1. The physical interpre-
tation of this “violation factor” can be put as follows. Con-
sider a mixture of the generalized GHZ stateucNl with
“white noise” rsNd

noise=s1/2Nd1 in the form of

rsNd = VsNduca
sNdlkca

sNdu + s1 − VsNddrsNd
noise. s3d

It can violate the generalized inequality only for 1
ùVsNd.1/fsins2adÎ2N−1g. The parameterVsNd can be called
the “visibility.” It quantifies to what extent the properties of
the stateuca

sNdl are visible operationally, despite the admixed
noise. The other way to express the violation threshold is the
following one. For a noise admixtureFsNd satisfying 0
øFsNd,1−1/fsins2adÎ2N−1gø1, one can always have a
violation of the generalized inequality. Note that for
sins2ad,1/Î2N−1 this cannot be the case, because both vis-
ibility and noise admixtures are ill defined.

III. GISIN’S THEOREM AND THE POPESCU-ROHRLICH
METHOD

The original Gisin’s theorem states that any pure nonprod-
uct state of two particles violates the CHSH inequalities. It
was later generalized to all pure states. The results summa-
rized in the previous section suggest(superficially) that we
have here a counterexample to this theorem. However, the
generalized Bell inequality of[12–14] gives a necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of a local realistic
model ofonly theN-correlation functions. We shall therefore
apply the method of Popescu and Rohrlich[10] (see the In-
troduction) to show that all multiparticle entangled states
violate local realism, provided some additional manipula-
tions are allowed. Here, we briefly sketch their method.

We shall assume that the each qubit is sent to a different
observer(i.e., we do not allow observables which apply to
pairs of qubits, etc.; we allow only one-qubit measurements).
The observers collect their data on a sufficiently big en-
semble ofN-tuplets of qubits(each being allowed to choose
at random between some two local dichotomic observables).
After they register the data, they broadcast their settings and
results for all emissions. Knowing all the data, they can com-
pute the correlation functions and put them into the general-
ized inequality. However, for sins2adø1/Î2N−1 this inequal-
ity will not be violated.

Nevertheless, they may still perform a more refined analy-
sis. They choose the instances within the full set of data for
which one of them(say, observerN) was measuring the ob-
servable

ÔN
a = ualNNkau − ua'lNNka'u, s4d

wherekaua'l=0. After this, they select again, from this sub-
set of their results, those for which theNth observer obtained
the result +1(i.e., associated with the eigenstateualN).

Under those circumstances, the results obtained by the
other N−1 observers are such as if they were observing
events produced by the “collapsed”sN−1d-qubit state

ucsN−1dl = cosakau0lNu0,0, . . . ,0lsN−1d

+ sinakau1lNu1,1, . . . ,1lsN−1d. s5d

This can be an entangled state. Moreover, if1For all multiparty cuts.
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ual = sinau0l + cosau1l, s6d

the new state is the GHZ state forN−1 qubits, in which one
observes the strongest violations of the generalized Bell in-
equalities for correlations function forsN−1d-particle sys-
tems.

Note that this happens for all values ofa, for which uca
sNdl

is an entangled state—that is, for 0,aøp /4 (values larger
thanp /4 are excluded by definition).

Also, if some of thek−1 observers choose as one of their
observables

ÔN
b = ublNNkbu − ub'lNNkb'u, s7d

with kbub'l=0, andubl= 1
Î2su0l+ u1ld, then we can choose a

subset of the data from the experiment which contains only
those cases in which observerN obtained +1, when measur-

ing ÔN
a , while the observersN−1, N−2, . . . ,N−k+1 observ-

ing Ôi
b si =N−1, . . . ,N−kd received +1. For the selected sub-

set of data of the remainingN−k observers, according to
quantum mechanics, must be such as if the remaining qubits
were in thesN−kd-qubit GHZ state:

1
Î2

u0,0, . . . ,0lsN−kd +
1
Î2

u1,1, . . . ,1lsN−kd. s8d

Of course, for suitable local settings such a set of data cannot
have a local and realistic model.

To give a quantitative measure of the strength of the vio-
lation of local realism for such a data analysis one can again
use the method based on testing the noise resistance of the
nonclassicality of the correlations. It is straightforward to
show that if theNth observer gets a result +1 when measur-

ing the observableÔN
a and k−1 observers also get +1 for

measuring the observablesÔi
b, the initial noisy state

rsNd = VsNduca
sNdlkca

sNdu + s1 − VsNddrnoise s9d

collapses into a state which is a product of the pure state of
the remainingN−k qubits with2

rsN−kd = VsN−kduGHZlkGHZu + s1 − VsN−kddrnoise. s10d

The “visibility” VsN−kd is related to the initial one by

VsN−kd =
VsNdsin2 2a

s1 − VsNdd + VsNdsin2 2a
. s11d

Since the threshold for a violation of the generalized Bell
inequality by a noisy GHZ state is the visibilityVsN−kd

=2−sN−k−1d/2 (see, e.g.,[12]), the selected data when the re-
mainingN−k observers violate the inequality is whenVsN−kd

is above this value. Thus the threshold value of the visibility
of the initial N-qubit state,Vthr

sNd, above which we have this
phenomenon reads

Vthr
sNd =

1

1 + sin2 2asÎ2N−1−k − 1d
. s12d

Note(a) that the value ofVthr
sNd is smallest fork=1 and(b) that

Vthr
sNd,1 for all nonzero values of sins2ad. This means(a)

that the optimal procedure involves analysis of the data of
the remainingN−1 observers conditioned on theNth ob-
server finding his qubit in state(6) and (b) that the general-
ized GHZ state always violates local realism.

The formula(10) implies that a local realistic description
of the correlations is now excluded for all values ofa—that
is, for all generalized GHZ states. However, as we shall show
in the next section, formula(10) does not represent the ab-
solute threshold visibility of the nonclassical correlations.
The true threshold visibility forN=3 and 5 is even lower,
and one can conjecture that this must be the case for all
(odd) N.

IV. LINEAR OPTIMIZATION METHOD

It has been mentioned above that there is a numerical
method for checking if the given correlations can be simu-
lated classically. This method gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of a classical description of the
given set of quantum prediction and is more general than the
approach using Bell inequalities.

Consider a gedanken experiment involvingN observers,
each measuringKi observablessi =1,2, . . . ,Nd on some
quantum stater. The set of observables for theith observer

is denoted byÂj i
i , where j i =1,2, . . . ,Ki. As we consider qu-

bits, the measurement of each observable has two possible
results which we denote bya1

i s j id anda2
i s j id [it is convenient

to imagine that each observable has two detectors that are
labeled by a1

i s j id and a1
i s j id, where j i =1,2, . . . ,Ki; i

=1,2, . . . ,N]. During the experiment there is a certain prob-
ability that N detectorsad1

1 s j1d, ad2

2 s j2d , . . . ,adN

N s jNd will click
in coincidence, which is denoted by
PQMsad1

1 s j1d ,ad2

2 s j2d , . . . ,adN

N s jNdd sd1,d2, . . . ,dN=1,2d. By
correlationsobserved in such an experiment we understand
the set of 2N3K13K23 ¯ 3KN such probabilities. They
are computed in the standard way—i.e.,

PQMsad1

1 s j1d,ad2

2 s j2d, . . . ,adN

N s jNdd

= TrfrP̂d1

1 s j1d ^ P̂d2

2 s j2d ^ ¯ ^ P̂dN

N s jNdg, s13d

whereP̂1
i s j id, P̂2

i s j id are mutually orthogonal projectors such

that Âj i
i =a1

i s j idP̂1
i s j id+a2

i s j idP̂2
i s j id (spectral decomposition).

It has been shown by Fine[20] that correlations such as
those in Eq.(13) can be simulated classically if and only if
there exists a joint probability distribution
Psa1

1s j1d ,a2
1s j1d ; . . . ;a1

Ns jNd ,a2
Ns jNdd with marginals:

2Indeed, the strength of violation can be defined as the minimal
amount 1−VsNd s0øVsNdø1d of pure noise that one adds to the
stateuGHZl so that the resulting state does not admit a local realistic
description. This quantity is sometimes refer to as the “visibility.”
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PCLsad1

1 s j1d,ad2

2 s j2d, . . . ,adN

N s jNdd = o
ad1+1

1 s j1d
o

ad2+1
2 s j2d

¯ o
adN+1

N s jNd

Psa1
1s j1d,a2

1s j1d;a1
2s j2d,a2

2s j2d; . . . ;a1
Ns jNd,a2

Ns jNdd, s14d

which are equal to these probabilities(the arithmetic on the
indices is modulo 2). However, finding this joint probability
distribution or proving its existence is a difficult task in gen-
eral. Usually, one must resort to numerical methods(see the
pioneering work in[21]).

To solve the above problem numerically we apply the
following procedure(see, for instance,[16,21,22]). First, we
note that the joint probability distribution is a set ofM =2N

3K13K23 ¯ 3KN non-negative numbers(unknowns) that
sum up to 1. These numbers must obey the set ofL=4
3K13K23 ¯ 3KN linear equations given by Eq.(14).
Usually, the number of equations is much smaller than the
number of unknownssL,Md, which means that the solution
(if it exists) depends onM −L non-negative parameters. As
we are interested inanysolution to the problem we can apply
a very efficient method called linear programming(for de-
tails see[23]).

Linear programming is a method for maximizing(mini-
mizing) a multivariable linear function the domain of which
is a convex set. Obviously, if the domain is empty, then the
maximum(minimum) cannot be found. Let us define a con-
stant function onM variables(in our case these variables are
probabilities belonging to a joint probability distribution we
are looking for) constrained by the equations in Eq.(14),
which define a convex set. We apply a linear programming
algorithm to this function; i.e., we look, for instance, for its
minimum. If the convex set is nonempty, then the algorithm
(which can be implemented on a computer) finds any set of
M variables satisfying Eq.(14) (this happens because the
function is constant). However, the algorithm cannot find
such a solution if the convex set is empty, which means that
in this case the joint probability distribution fulfilling Eq.
(14) does not exist. This, in turn, means that there is no
classical description of quantum correlations.

The above method tells us if a classical description of the
quantum correlations exists or not. However, it does not say
anything about the strength of the quantum correlations,
which we now define in the following way. First, we notice
that the pure noise, defined asrnoise=s1/2Nd1 ^ 1 ^ ¯ ^ 1 (in
this expression we have the tensor product ofN identity ma-
trices), generates correlations that admit a trivial classical
description. Having a stater that does not admit a classical
description, we ask what is the minimal amount of noiseFmin
s0øFminø1d that must be added to the stater so that the
resulting statersFd=s1−Fdr+Frnoise can be described clas-
sically. The largestFmin is the highest strength of the quan-
tum correlations.

To find Fmin for a stater and for the given set of observ-

ablesÂ1
1,Â2

1; Â1
2,Â2

2; . . . ;Â1
N−1,Â2

N−1; Â1
N,Â2

N we use the linear-
programming method. This time the quantum probabilities
read

PQM
F sad1

1 s j1d,ad2

2 s j2d, . . . ,adN

N s jNdd

= s1 − FdPQMsad1

1 s j1d,ad2

2 s j2d, . . . ,adN

N s jNdd

+ F/2N. s15d

Here too, one can have a classical hidden-variable descrip-
tion if and only if there exists a joint probability distribution
Psa1

1s j1d ,a2
1s j1d ; . . . ;a1

Ns jNd ,a2
Ns jNdd [this is not the same

probability distribution as in Eq.(14) but we denote it by the
same symbol for simplicity] returning the quantum probabili-
ties (15) as marginals—i.e.,

PQM
F sad1

1 s j1d,ad2

2 s j2d, . . . ,adN

N s jNdd

= PCLsad1

1 s j1d,ad2

2 s j2d, . . . ,adN

N s jNdd, s16d

wherePCLsad1

1 s j1d , . . . ,adN

N s jNdd is given by Eq.(14).
In this case, the unknowns are the probabilities

Psa1
1s j1d ,a2

1s j1d ; . . . ;a1
Ns jNd ,a2

Ns jNdd and the noise fractionF
s0øFø1d. They are constrained by Eq.(15) and form a
convex set. Let us define a multivariable linear function, with
the domain being this convex set, in such a way that it re-
turns F for any point in its domain. Using the linear-
programming method, we find the minimum of this
function—i.e., Fmin—which is the minimal admixture of
noise we are looking for. Note that, in contrast to the prob-
lem described above, this linear-programming problem al-
ways has a solutionFminø1. This is so, simply because there
always exists a joint probability distribution fulfilling Eq.
(16) for F=1 (noise always has a classical description).

We must stress here that the above method findsFmin for
the given set of observables measured by the observers;Fmin
depends on these observables. Usually, each observable is
defined by some set of local parameters that can be changed
by the respective observer. Therefore, we can considerFmin
as the function of all local parameters associated with the
observers’ observables and we can find the maximum ofFmin
over these parameters. In this way we obtain the set of ob-
servables that should be measured by the observers on the
stater so thatFmin is as large as possible.

V. RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD

Let us consider the experiment described above for three
observers each measuring two observables on the quantum
state of three qubitsrucl= uclkcu, with ucl=cossadu000l
+sinsadu111l. The measured observables are of the form
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Âj i
i = a1

i s j idU†sf j i
i ,u j i

i du0lk0uUsf j i
i ,u j i

i d

+ a2
i s j idU†sf j i

i ,u j i
i du1lk1uUsf j i

i ,u j i
i d, s17d

wherea1
i s j id=1, a2

i s j id=−1, andUsf j i
i ,u j i

i d is a SU(2) matrix
and the anglesf j i

i , u j i
i which are the local macroscopic pa-

rameters of theith observer. This means that the observers
measure the most general quantum observables in this case
[strictly speaking one could measure observables belonging
to the U (2) group but it does not change the results pre-
sented here].

As shown in[15], none of the Bell inequalities presented
in [12,14] are violated for 0,aøp /12. Let us apply the
linear-programming method to this case. More specifically,
we consider the stateruclsFd=s1−Fdrucl+rnoise for a
øp /12. We choose eight equally spaced points from the
range s0,p /12d, i.e. s0,p /96,p /48, . . . ,p /12d, obtaining
eight different asymmetric GHZ states. Each state is fed into
the computer program that computes the largest possibleFmin
(we useHOPDM 2.13 [24] for the linear programming and
amoeba[25] for optimization over the observables). The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 1. We clearly see that in the whole
region s0,p /12d (except fora=0, in which case we have a
separable state) there does not exist a classical description of
the quantum correlations. Thus, the result is in concurrence
with Gisin’s for two particles.

We have performed a similar computation for five qubits
for a=p /12 anda=p /24 with the resultsFmin=0.453 and
Fmin=0.0638, respectively; i.e., these states also violate local
realism. As the computations are very time consuming in this
case, we choose only two asymmetric GHZ states but there is
very little doubt that the other states from the range
s0,p /12d violate local realism as well.

In both casesN=3 and 5, the numerical approach reveals
stronger violations of local realism than the method of sub-
ensemble analysis.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have applied a method that gives necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for the existence of a classical description of
quantum correlations. This method, in general, cannot be
used without the aid of a computer.

The method has been applied to the correlations obtained
in the measurements of two observables by each observer on
three and five qubits in states belonging to the family of
asymmetric GHZ states that do not violate the generalized
Bell inequality [15].

Nevertheless, if one adopts the ideas of Popescu and
Rohrlich [10], violations of local realism can be spotted in
specific subsets of the data collected by the observers. They
are present for alla values, excepta=0 (which gives the
product state). Still, the method based on linear optimization
and the general necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a local realistic model reveals violations of local
realism for noise levels for which the subensemble of data
analysis method fails.

Since in the case of three qubits the subensemble method
is based on the analysis of two-particle correlations condi-
tioned on a specific result obtained for the third one, it is
effectively equivalent to the use of the CHSH inequalities for
such data. However, it is well known that the full set of
CHSH inequalities constitutes the sufficient and necessary
condition for a local realistic description of two-particle cor-
relations. Thus, the contribution of two-particle conditional
correlations to the violations of local realism is never as
strong as the contribution of the three-particle ones(it was
shown in[15,26] that in the case of theW state, the situation
is completely opposite). This is because there is no more
refined analysis of two-particle correlations than the one
based on CHSH inequalities.

So we have a seemingly paradoxical situation: the full set
of correlation-function inequalities for the three-qubit corre-
lations does not reveal any violation of local realism for
sins2adø

1
2, but the three-particle correlations are the main

reason for the violation of the sufficient and necessary con-
dition for local realism[14]. The solution to this puzzle is as
follows. Pitovsky and Svozil[27] have derived, by algorith-
mic methods, 53 856 Bell inequalities for three-qubit sys-
tems. Recently they were reduced to 46 classes of equiva-
lence [28]. The inequalities are a generalization of the
Clauser-Horne ones[17], which are for probabilities of cer-
tain detection events(and not forN-particle correlation func-
tions and thus in principle can impose a more stringent con-
straint on local realism than inequalities of the CHSH type).
The totality of them forms the sufficient and necessary con-
dition for local realism.

Therefore, we conclude that at least one of the three-
particle Pitovsky-Svozil inequalities must be violated by the
generalized GHZ state. Thus we have shown that,in contrast
to the case of two qubits, for which, in the case of arbitrary
quantum states the Clauser-Horne and CHSH inequalities
are fully equivalent, this is not so for three qubits. The
Pitovsky-Svozil CH-type inequalities form a more stringent
constraint on local realism than the WWWZB correlation-
function ones.

FIG. 1. Strength of nonclassicality of correlationsFd versus the
anglesad for the three-qubit generalized GHZ state. Line 1 shows
the noise resistance of violations of local realism revealed by the
generalized Bell inequality for correlation functions. Line 2 is the
strength of the violation of local realism revealed by selected en-
sembles of two-particle correlated counts. Plus signs are results
from the numerical method.
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Finally, we stress that our analysis also shows that the
violation of local realism for all generalized GHZ states even
for the region ofa, for which the WWWZB inequalities are
not violated, can always be “blamed on” three-particle cor-
relations. Two-particle correlations lead to much weaker vio-
lations. Conclusions of a similar kind can be drawn for five-
qubit states and one could be tempted to conjecture that they
apply to all generalized GHZ states.
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